Everyone loves a
free upgrade

Get the latest
BAL innovation
at no extra cost!

see-it-for-yourself.com

Upgrade your open time

30

minutes
open
time

Upgrade your working time

So you can get
more done,
more precisely –
for longer.

Spend more time
working and less
time mixing –
with less waste.

Upgrading your open time means
having longer to apply tiles.
Whether you are tiling a wall or a
floor, you can apply your adhesive
to a larger area – fixing more tiles –
without fear of the adhesive skinning
over quickly and needing to be
reapplied. You can fix with all the
precision you need, because tile
adjustment is easier.

Doubling your working time allows you
to carry on fixing when other tilers have
to stop. Knowing that your adhesive
will not ‘go off’ too quickly in the
bucket stops you losing adhesive (and
money) through waste and lets you
mix bigger batches with confidence.
As well as saving on waste, less
stopping and starting during your day
simply means you are more productive.

With no need to rush, no need to
cut corners, having a full half-hour
of open time means fixing more
tiles and finishing faster.
BAL Rapidset Flexible Fibre has
an open-time 3x longer than
most other rapidset adhesives.

60

minutes
working
time

Whether you choose to do more jobs
per week, or just enjoy finishing the
job sooner that day – upgrading to 60
minutes of working time allows you to
fix more tiles per mix and fix more tiles
per hour.
BAL Rapidset Flexible Fibre has a
working time 2x longer than most
other rapidset adhesives.

Upgrade your work life

3

3

hours
later
grout
and go!

Fix more tiles,
finish fixing earlier –
then grout just
as quickly.
Extending your open time to
30 minutes is great and doubling
your working time to 60 minutes
is terrific. Still being able to grout
after only three hours makes this
an unbeatable upgrade! Mix bigger
batches with less waste, spend
longer tiling and less time mixing,
but keep all the benefits of a rapid
setting adhesive.
BAL Rapidset Flexible Fibre is the
only tile adhesive that allow you
more open time, more working time
and superfast grouting. Great tiling,
completed sooner. There has never
been a better upgrade.

Get the latest BAL innovation at no extra cost!

Free upgrade for everyone!

New FST powered
Rapidset Flexible
Fibre tile adhesive
The rapid setting
adhesive everybody
is talking about.
We all love a free upgrade, so telling
everyone is only natural. A full 30
minutes of open time and double the
usual working time would be great,
but still being able to grout after just
three hours is astonishing. This is an
adhesive upgrade like no other, so you
can proudly tell everybody about it.

When you tell people about your
fabulous free upgrade, remember
to mention all the other benefits.
Like everything from BAL, it has a
25-year guarantee. You can use it
with almost any tile type, including
porcelain. And, new Fibre Strand
Technology means unbelievable
performance.
It would be wrong to keep this to
yourself.

Best in the
industry

There is a full 25-year guarantee
with everything bearing the BAL
name – a guarantee that we proudly
publish for all to see. Nobody else
has a guarantee that good.
Nobody else puts it in writing.

Tried, tested
and proven

Porcelain tiles have low water
absorption, so they need special
treatment. You only see the PorcelBond Plus mark on an adhesive
developed for use with porcelain.
Take no chances with anything else.

Innovation that
never stops

FST is the sign of unbelievable
adhesive performance. It shows that
BAL continue to lead in innovation,
after more than 50 years at the top.
All FST adhesives have been specially
developed using technology to
combine the use of certain microfibres
with high-quality smooth fillers to
ensure unparalleled strength and
flexibility – even with extended open
times – as well as providing the ultimate
consistency and ease-of-application.

Get the latest BAL innovation at no extra cost!

‘

‘

It’s miles better
and the same price.
I won’t be using
anything else.

Another BAL
innovation developed
with fixers, to make
installations easier and
give them the edge.

Have your
say...

‘

’
’

‘
‘

The potential time
and waste savings
will definitely help me
win more jobs.

The only stopping
and starting will be when
I want it.

Simply, get the
best of both worlds;
longer open & working
times for better fixing,
but fast-setting for
a quick finish.

‘

’
’
’

‘
‘

At last I can do
a decent sized mix –
and actually use it all !

Hot or cold
weather, the time to
worry is over.

We can tile large
areas at a time now,
meaning more meterage
per hour.

’
’
’

Free upgrade for everyone!

BAL Rapidset
Flexible Fibre
tile adhesive for
walls and floors.
BAL’s marketleading innovations
continue.

BAL
Rapid-Mat
Laying down a new benchmark.

BAL FST
Technology
Versatility and maximum performance.

BAL
Powerspec
In the office, on the move, on-site.

Get the latest BAL innovation at no extra cost!
BAL was formed in 1963 to carry
the standard for the British tiling
industry, as a full-system provider
for preparation, adhesive, grout,
sealant and ancillary products.
50 years on you can trust the
multiple award-winning marketleaders BAL for the innovation
and quality to achieve guaranteed
results time and time again.

See all the latest
BAL innovations
for yourself >>>

Take advantage of the
full BAL offer
You can also rely on BAL to support
you with expert advice if ever you may
need it. No other brand can offer you
the benefits of so much experience
and expertise, including:
l

Free training nationwide

l

Free technical advice

l

Free on-site consultancy

l

Free specification service

l

Free customer tools

see-it-for-yourself.com

